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Progressing logically from the most encompassing fundamentals to more specific drawing considerations, this book
addresses the options, challenges, and methodologies of drawings made in the presence of subjects such as still life,
figure, and landscape. It revolves around the premise that beginners' main interests center on developing the ability to
draw what they see or envision in a more or less objective manner. The book approaches the teaching of drawing in the
same way artists approach the creating of drawings: by proceeding from the general to the specific, acknowledging the
given conditions of visual expression, being consistent and clear, and presenting a work in an organized and economical
manner. Chapter titles include Matters of Measurement, From Gesture to Line, From Line to Shape, From Shape to
Plane and Structure, From Structure to Value and Volume, Color in Drawing, Composition in Drawing, Seeing with the
Mind's Eye, and Materials of Drawing. For serious amateur artists.
Figure DrawingThe Structure, Anatomy, and Expressive Design of Human FormPrentice Hall
Looks at a variety of illustrated children's books, shows each step in getting a book ready for printing, and explains how
to get one's work published
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Appropriate for all beginning and intermediate courses in Art, Basic Drawing, Figure Drawing, or Life Drawing. Providing a concise but
comprehensive survey of all matters pertaining to drawing the human figure, this well-illustrated and accurate guide demonstrates the
interplay of structure, anatomy, design, and expression in sound figure drawing. This text shows how the integration of these four factors is
essential in drawing the figure in a compelling and lucid manner.
More a “how-to-see-it” than a “how-to-do-it” book, this edition explores the disguises and characteristics of shapes and forms in nature, and
it examines the visual elements and the relational, moving, and emotive forces that constitute the language of drawing. Clear and objective,
this book offers an intensive examination of vital drawing processes and concepts, an in-depth analysis of exceptional drawings by old and
contemporary artists, and suggested exercises to enhance the readers' grasp of important measurable and dynamic phenomena. For the art
student, the art teacher, the interested amateur, and the practicing artist.
"Research on right and left hemisphere brain functions provides a metaphor and possibly even a physical explanation for the dual nature of
the performing experience. Investigations by psychologists and neurologists suggest that the creative, non-verbal functions of the right
hemisphere of the brain are equally important to our balance as whole personalities as is the dominant left hemisphere of the brain, long
believed to direct logical and verbal functions. If the dominant left hemisphere can be temporarily overridden, we gain access to the creative
right functions and a healthy balance occurs. It is this balance between the two hemispheres which creates the double awareness that the
audience has of the performer as both actor and character. It is the balance which permits actors the simultaneous experience of emotional
release and emotional control. Further study convinced the author the right-brain/left-brain approach was indeed a useful way of organizing
the development of the creative processes."--Publisher description.
Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine is the only book that uses a practical, question-and-answer approach to address evidencebased decision making in palliative medicine. Dr. Nathan E. Goldstein and Dr. R. Sean Morrison equip you to evaluate the available evidence
alongside of current practice guidelines, so you can provide optimal care for patients and families who are dealing with serious illness.
Consult this title on your favorite e-reader with intuitive search tools and adjustable font sizes. Elsevier eBooks provide instant portable
access to your entire library, no matter what device you're using or where you're located. Confidently navigate clinical challenges with
chapters that explore interventions, assessment techniques, treatment modalities, recommendations / guidelines, and available resources all with a focus on patient and family-centered care. Build a context for best practices from high-quality evidence gathered by multiple leading
authorities. Make informed decisions efficiently with treatment algorithms included throughout the book.

A stunning survey of nine master ceramists and a fascinating study of their sculptural techniques.
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An exploration of fundamental design phenomena and compositional concepts found in old and contemporary works of art of every
era, style, or purpose.
Presents an introduction to drawing, including basic drawing, figure drawing, and perspective drawing.
Known for its clear writing, diversity of art coverage, and elegant design, this superb reference offers a comprehensive,
transcendentally illustrated introduction to the themes, design elements and principles, media, and history of art. New features and
improvements, along with the highest production standards in paper, color quality, and binding, mark this fifth edition as the gold
standard in its field.
Discusses themes, techniques, metaphors, and similes from each of the twelve books of the Aeneid.
International journal of contemporary visual artists.
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This comprehensive resource for teaching art to children combines the latest thinking about the teaching of art with focus on
providing a balanced art program. The authors provide all of the information necessary to plan, execute, and evaluate a successful
program for both classroom and art teachers. The material is presented in a clear and understandable manner and is appropriate
for undergraduates.
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